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The problem now was how to induce the boys still under
the tarpaulin to come out; but this difficulty was solved
by one of the captive lads: "Promise to give 'em all some-
thin', and they'll come out!" Shaftesbury accordingly
offered a penny and a free meal to every lad that appeared,
and with magical effect; for a stampede ensued. "The
tarpaulins," says Barnardo, "hitherto stretched tightly
over so large an area, began to collapse in parts for want of
the human stay that kept them up, and soon we had, as we
arranged them in a single line before us, a strange army of
homeless childhood—a terrible proof, as Lord Shaftesbury
remarked ... of the need of such work as I was then
beginning to do."
"When these street-arabs were placed in line they numbered
seventy-three: their ages ranging from seven to seventeen
years. Few had any covering on head or feet, and all were
clad in vilely smelling rags." Yet they were a typical regiment
in the army of outcast boy-life inhabiting London's streets.
Barnardo knew of a coffee-shop near by, which kept
open all night—"Dick Fisher's". So he led the way toward
the promised feast; the urchins, meanwhile, shouting with
delight. Cold, hunger and nakedness meant nothing to
them now. Were they not about to partake of a "big feed"?
And had they not been promised by these "swells" a penny
each? On arrival at "Dick Fisher's" this strange company
packed the place; yet all ate till they could eat no more.
At first the proprietor was annoyed to see his shop besieged
by ragamuffins, but when he discovered that Lord Shaftes-
bury was their host, he "fell over himself to do the thing
grand". More than once he sent off to a neighbouring
night-shop to replenish stores, and when his task was done
every urchin in the gang felt that he had partaken of a
Christmas feast. And certainly in quantity, at least, they
had a feast; for the coffee and sausages, together with the
bread and butter they consumed, would have fed twice
their number of men*

